2 T-piece 6/10/6
3 hose 6mm
4 hose 10mm
5 end piece
6 dust cap
7 hose clamp NW6
8 hose clamp NW10
9 filter cartridge
10 male connection

1 bfs-plug III
1a float 07
2 1 T-piece 6/10/6 mm
3 4 m hose 6mm
4 2 m hose 10mm
5 2 end piece
6 1 dust cap
7 24 hose clamp 6mm
8 1 hose clamp 10mm
9 1 filter cartridge
10 1 connection male

threaded plug III
C/D/E/F5160

Drawings made available by bfs as to the layout or water pipes for battery filling systems are only examples, which require adaptation for each specific battery grouping. The person responsible for the installation of a battery filling system including the water pipes is also responsible to ensure that all instructions given by the producer of the batteries as well as all relevant instructions of the European Union are followed carefully.

(see for instance EU Instruction EN 50272 Part 10.2)